ROCKY ROAD  (PPM)

G                        G                 G             C -    G
RED LIGHT, GREEN LIGHT, 'ROUND THE TOWN I FOUND A PENNY ON THE GROUND
G                        G                 G             C -    G
MET A FRIEND I NEVER KNOWED, WALKIN' DOWN OLD ROCKY ROAD
G              G             G                C -   G
RED, GREEN, OLD ROCKY ROAD TELL ME WHAT YOU SEE
G              G             G
TELL ME INSIDE OUT TELL ME UPSIDE DOWN
G             C -   G
ALL AROUND THE BLOCK, ALL AROUND THE TOWN
G             G     C -     G   G     -  C        G
RED, GREEN, OLD ROCKY ROAD, TELL ME WHAT YOU SEE.
G                     C         G
TELL ME INSIDE OUT TELL ME UPSIDE DOWN
G                     C         G
ALL AROUND THE BLOCK, ALL AROUND THE TOWN
G                     G     C -     G   G     -  C        G
RED, GREEN, OLD ROCKY ROAD, TELL ME WHAT YOU SEE.
G                        G
JIMMY, COME OUT AND PLAY. RED LIGHT GREEN LIGHT AND I'LL BE IT TODAY
G                        G
RED, GREEN, OLD ROCKY ROAD, TELL ME WHAT YOU SEE.
G             C -   G
HEY, JIMMY HUGGINS, YOUR NAME'S BEEN CALLED
G             C -   G
COME AND STAND BESIDE THE WALL
G           G    G       G    G -  C        G
PICK A GIRL THAT YOU KNOW WELL YOU CAN KISS AND YOU CAN TELL
G           G    G       G    G -  C        G
RED, GREEN, OLD ROCKY ROAD, TELL ME WHAT YOU SEE.
G             C -   G
TELL ME INSIDE OUT TELL ME UPSIDE DOWN
G             C -   G
ALL AROUND THE BLOCK, ALL AROUND THE TOWN
G             G     C -     G   G     -  C        G
RED, GREEN, OLD ROCKY ROAD, TELL ME WHAT YOU SEE.
G                        G
JENNIE, COME OUT AND PLAY RED LIGHT GREEN LIGHT AND I'LL BE IT TODAY
G                        G
RED, GREEN, OLD ROCKY ROAD, TELL ME WHAT YOU SEE
G             C -   G
LITTLE MISS JENNIE, DON'T YOU HIDE,
G             C -   G
PAPA'S GONNA TAKE YOU FOR A PONY RIDE
G           G    G       G    G -  C        G
PICK A GIRL THAT YOU KNOW WELL YOU CAN KISS AND YOU CAN TELL
G           G    G       G    G -  C        G
RED, GREEN, OLD ROCKY ROAD, TELL ME WHAT YOU SEE.
G             C -   G
TELL ME INSIDE OUT TELL ME UPSIDE DOWN
G             C -   G
ALL AROUND THE BLOCK, ALL AROUND THE TOWN
G             G     C -     G   G     -  C        G
RED, GREEN, OLD ROCKY ROAD, TELL ME WHAT YOU SEE.
G             G
ONE P'TATER, TWO P'TATER, THREE P'TATER, FOUR.
G          G          G
CROSS THE LINE AND CLOSE THE DOOR
RED, GREEN, OLD ROCKY ROAD, TELL ME WHAT YOU SEE.

TELL ME INSIDE OUT TELL ME UPSIDE DOWN

ALL AROUND THE BLOCK, ALL AROUND THE TOWN

RED, GREEN, OLD ROCKY ROAD, TELL ME WHAT YOU SEE.